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Survey of Civil Engineering Assessment Changes in Response to Revised ABET CE Program Criteria

1. Abstract

In 2008, ABET, Inc. revised the “Program Criteria for Civil Engineering (CE)” included in the Criteria for Accrediting Engineering Programs to better reflect the Civil Engineering Body of Knowledge for the 21st Century. CE faculty at Southern Illinois University Edwardsville conducted a nationwide survey during the summer of 2011 using the American Society of Civil Engineers’ Department Heads Council list serve to determine if other CE Departments were making changes in their programs or assessment plans in response to the revised criteria. In the US there are 224 accredited CE programs; 57 departments responded to the survey, which represents 25% of all accredited programs. Findings indicated that more than a third (22 of 57) plan to require one additional basic science course and others (18 of 57) already required this additional basic science course. Respondents frequently (32 of 57) defined the phrase, “in more than one civil engineering context” as meaning students can design in transportation, structural, environmental and geotechnical areas. Lastly, departments commonly include basic concepts in management, business, public policy, and leadership into their capstone courses (39 or 57), student chapter activities (16 of 57), and seminar courses (14 of 57). These findings can provide guidance to CE departments interested in assessing student outcomes from the CE Program Criteria, specifically department heads/chairs and faculty active in assessment.

2. Introduction

During summer 2011, the Civil Engineering (CE) Department at Southern Illinois University Edwardsville launched a survey to investigate best practices for adapting to the recent changes in the ABET Civil Engineering Program Criteria. Although these Program Criteria do not require assessment in the form of student outcomes, our department for example, considers them valuable enough to include in our student outcomes. The changes are summarized as follows:

1. Mathematics and Science Program Criterion:
   NEW: the ability to apply knowledge of mathematics through differential equations, calculus-based physics, chemistry, and at least one additional area of basic science, consistent with the program educational objectives
   PREVIOUS: proficiency in mathematics through differential equations, probability and statistics, calculus-based physics, and general chemistry

2. Technical Areas Program Criterion:
   NEW: the ability to apply knowledge of four technical areas appropriate to civil engineering
   PREVIOUS: proficiency in a minimum of four recognized major civil engineering areas
3. Design Program Criterion:
NEW: the ability to design a system, component, or process in more than one civil engineering context
PREVIOUS: an ability to perform civil engineering design by means of design experiences integrated throughout the professional component of the curriculum

4. Breadth Program Criterion:
NEW: the ability to explain basic concepts in management, business, public policy, and leadership; and explain the importance of professional licensure
PREVIOUS: an understanding of professional practice issues such as: procurement of work, bidding versus quality-based selection processes, how the design professionals and the construction professions interact to construct a project, the importance of professional licensure and continuing education, and/or other professional practice issues.

ABET Civil Engineering Outcomes and Program Criteria are part of a living document. As civil engineers continue to define the needs of future engineers through documents such as the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) Body of Knowledge (BOK)\(^1\)\(^2\), these outcomes and criteria are updated by ABET\(^3\). In response to the most recent update of the ABET Civil Engineering Program Criteria, the objective of this study was to find how civil engineering departments in the United States:

- measure the multiple items in the new mathematics and science program criterion,
- interpret “the ability to apply” within the new technical areas program criterion,
- assess differently because of the new wording for the design program criterion and interpret the meaning of “context” for this criterion, and
- perceive the motivation behind the significant changes to the breadth program criterion so faculty can best meet the spirit of the revised document, and include management, business, public policy, and leadership into their courses.

3. Background

As the profession of civil engineering continues to evolve so do the number and type of education and assessment tools we use. Many previous studies have examined the impact of changes to CE education with respect to the breadth of material\(^4\)\(^-\)\(^11\), the depth of design and technical learning\(^12\)\(^-\)\(^13\), and how each of these are assessed\(^14\)\(^-\)\(^17\).

A. Breadth of CE Programs

Successful engineers of the 21\(^{st}\) century must master a diverse set of professional skills in addition to technical skills. Although previous work has found that undergraduate programs generally meet the outcomes specified in the first edition of the BOK\(^4\) (BOK I), continued efforts to improve the quality of future engineers and their education motivates steady research on the topic. Recent work has examined several of these professional skills that provide engineers’ breadth, including knowledge of sustainability, professionalism, humanities, and social sciences.

Previous work has found that most department heads agree that sustainability is an important topic to future civil engineers\(^5\). Unfortunately, full curriculums and already-limited resources
are common problems for increasing sustainability content in classes. A study at the University of Utah found that a dedicated course on sustainability as well as coverage in several other courses is required to improve student comprehension on the topic. Others propose that concept maps are a valuable tool for increasing the awareness of students about “green” engineering methods.

To include sustainability throughout their curriculum and overcome the limitations of resources, the University of Vermont used grant funding to support curriculum changes that enhance sustainability comprehension by infusing systems engineering thinking into several courses. As systems engineering encourages a holistic analysis, it integrates well with consideration of sustainability.

ABET refers to professional skills in engineering in ABET Criterion 3 outcomes. Previous work has found that these skills may help budding engineers to succeed in the professional environment. Previous work has found that the ABET professional skills can be taught and mastered as a part of modern engineering education; however, they also found that these skills are assessed to varying degrees. Some schools have developed a specific course on professionalism, such as “Professionalism in the Workplace” at the State University of New York Institute of Technology and “CEE Professional Practice” at Villanova University. Both of these universities reported that students were able to obtain the desired attributes, better-preparing them for their careers.

The current CE program criteria are more reflective of the BOK I as opposed to the second edition of the BOK (BOK II). The BOK I had 15 outcomes, while the BOK II has 24. The BOK II divides the 24 outcomes into the following categories: four foundational, 11 technical, and 9 professional. There is overlap between the outcomes described in both editions of the BOK and the outcomes included in ABET’s criterion 3 (a-k). The BOK II is also more closely tied to Bloom’s taxonomy, as is reflected in the careful choice of active verbs to indicate the level of achievement expected for each outcome. Although the BOK II introduced nine more outcomes, there was no significant increase in the scope of outcomes. Rather, the outcomes were clarified and specificity was improved. The emphasis on the natural sciences, the humanities, sustainability, globalization, public policy, risk, and uncertainty was increased.

To address the changes from the BOK I to BOK II the CE program at The University of Texas at Tyler adopted a methodology to address this issue using rubrics on multiple assignments within a course to demonstrate each criterion. The results suggested that if faculty have a better understanding of the average student competence of humanities and social sciences entering their classes, they can more effectively include these skills into engineering solutions throughout their course. This method of using assignments throughout the curriculum allowed faculty to understand how students were building their competence throughout their collegiate careers to obtain the final desired level of performance.

B. Depth of CE Programs

There is also motivation to ensure students are obtaining more depth on key topics, particularly engineering design. One university implemented a converging–diverging model of design for a sophomore–level course on engineering design and technical writing. This course initially used
a semester long design project, but faculty identified that many student teams made important decisions without any prior analysis and chose a design without investigating alternatives. Thus, they replaced it with a sequence of design projects and introduced the converging–diverging model of design. Faculty worked as teams on assessing the design and later compared it with previous student design procedure to derive a comparative analysis. They found that this new course structure accomplished the goals of improving students’ design skills and enhanced the habit of making decisions on the basis of quantitative analysis.

Faculty at another university collectively worked on improving the depth of learning in a first-year engineering courses through a feedback process. Students took a mastery exam in chemistry, physics, mathematics, and computer sciences and faculty analyzed the results using the Item Response Theory, the basis of the feedback process. This theory helped to determine student abilities in each subject area. The different engineering faculty co-teaching the course used these exams results for continuous improvement of the curriculum both within and outside of the school of engineering. Because the mastery exam was developed in collaboration with faculty from chemistry, physics, mathematics, and computer sciences, the findings led to constructive relationships between the school of engineering and these departments and accurately directed program and course improvement.

C. Assessment of CE Outcomes and Criteria

There are several categories of tools commonly used to assess student outcomes and program criteria. These tools can include attitudinal measures such as surveys, student work assessed with rubrics, and criterion-referenced evaluations such as results of the Fundamentals of Engineering (FE) Exam. One school used a web-based system to survey alumni about the programs educational objectives as per EAC-ABET. The results obtained from the survey provided the department with information to drive changes in curriculum, budget expenditures and to guide the senior design projects. Other studies have used surveys to gather student opinions on their level of knowledge.

The assessment of student work is a common method for evaluating both students and programs. Several papers note the use of student assignments for assessment including 8, 10-12, 16, and 17. The structure and topic of these assignments is specific to the outcome and course being assessed.

Recent work using criterion-referenced evaluation tools have been reported by Lamar University and New Mexico State. Overall, the findings of the investigation by Lamar University indicate that the use of the FE exam to measure student performance yields considerable data for comparison purposes that may be utilized to assess and improve an engineering program. On the basis of statistical analyses, student performance in the fluid mechanics section of the FE exam has improved in response to the continuous improvement efforts undertaken by the Civil Engineering Department at New Mexico State University.
4. Methodology

In summer 2011, faculty at Southern Illinois University Edwardsville developed a web-based survey to investigate how other U.S. Civil Engineering Departments were planning to address the updated ABET Program Criteria. The researchers organized the questions by the four changes identified in the introduction of this paper. Overall, this brief survey included five questions about the responding department and seven questions about each department’s plans for changes in response to the new Program Criteria.

The survey was distributed using the ASCE Department Heads Council email list serve in July 2011 and responses were collected through the end of August. The researchers screened the data to identify if there were multiple responses from any one person or from any schools, finding none. The following section describes the compiled survey findings.

5. Survey Participant Demographics

Overall, faculty at 57 universities responded to the survey. The participants came from a variety of backgrounds as illustrated in Figure 1. Note that some survey participants fulfilled more than one role, for example serving as department head and assessment chair. The “other” category included participants such as Director of Assessment, Associate/Assistant Department Head, Department Chair during previous ABET visit, ABET Evaluator, Director for Undergraduate Studies, and Professor.

Figure 1: Roles of survey respondents

(Note: Because survey participants could select multiple categories, the percentages shown on the bars add to more than 100 percent. These percentages refer to how many selected each option compared to the total number of participants)
The survey participants also represented a variety of size, type, and school locations throughout the US. Figure 2 illustrates the location of institutions responding to the survey.

Figure 2: Geographic distribution of respondents (Google maps)

6. Findings for Revised CE Mathematics and Science Program Criterion

NEW: the ability to apply knowledge of mathematics through differential equations, calculus-based physics, chemistry, and at least one additional area of basic science, consistent with the program educational objectives

PREVIOUS: proficiency in mathematics through differential equations, probability and statistics, calculus-based physics, and general chemistry

The survey first asked how different departments planned to measure the multiple parts within the revised mathematics and science criterion. The questions allowed participants to select all options that applied and Figure 3 shows that many other departments primarily (41 participants or 72%) assess the revised criterion as outcomes in multiple courses and use FE scores (27 participants or 47%), 22 selecting both.
Anticipating that several departments would measure this criterion in several courses, the next question asked how the measurement was conducted within courses, specific to the mathematics criterion. Figure 4 displays the findings, indicating that the most common method is evaluating multiple student assignments within a course (28 participants or 49%). Respondents noted that assessment of student mathematics outcomes is challenging because non-CE departments traditionally teach these courses.
Next, the survey asked participants, “How does your department plan to address the change … requiring one additional area of basic science?” The findings indicated that the majority of respondents, 39 participants or 69%, will either require one specific additional science class, such as geology, or have already met this requirement through their curriculum. It is notable that 32% of the respondents plan to allow their students to select which additional science to take as a required elective or selective.
Next, the survey asked, “How is your department changing assessment methods to account for the change from measuring student ‘proficiency’ to the ‘ability to apply knowledge’?” The responses shown in Figure 6 indicate that most (33 participants or 70%) planned no changes. The 13% of respondents who chose the “other” category noted they would use traditional assessment methods such as evaluating learning objectives on specific problem solutions within homework or tests.

Figure 5: Responses for how departments are addressing revised science criterion

Figure 6: Changes planned between "proficiency" and "ability to apply knowledge"
7. Findings for Revised CE Technical Areas Program Criterion

NEW: the ability to apply **knowledge of four technical areas** appropriate to civil engineering
PREVIOUS: **proficiency in** a minimum of **four** recognized major civil engineering **areas**

The next question in the survey focused on the changes in the wording of technical areas in the program criterion. Specifically, respondents were asked how they compare "the ability to apply" to "proficiency". As Figure 7 shows, nearly half (22 participants or 47%) consider the two equivalent, several (15 participants or 32%) consider “ability to apply” as easier to satisfy than “proficiency,” and few (4 participants or 13%) consider “ability to apply” as more difficult to satisfy.

![Figure 7: Interpretation of "Ability to Apply" versus "Proficiency"](image-url)
8. Findings for Revised CE Design Program Criterion

NEW: the ability to **design** a system, component, or process in more than one civil engineering context
PREVIOUS: an ability to **perform civil engineering design** by means of design experiences integrated throughout the professional component of the curriculum

The survey asked how departments interpreted the meaning of “context” in the revised criterion. The question allowed participants to select all that apply. As shown in Figure 8, 71% of respondents interpreted this phrase as the ability of students to design in transportation, environmental, structural and geotechnical engineering. Respondents selecting the “others” category noted that “All the given options represent meaning of context,” “meaning of context is unclear,” and “context is not discipline.”

**Figure 8: Interpreting the meaning of “context”**
9. Findings for Revised CE Breadth Program Criterion

The survey asked “Where does your department include/plan to include management, business, public policy, and leadership into the curriculum?” Figure 9 displays the varied opinions of the participants. Overall, 39 (68%) chose “Capstone/senior design”, 16 (28%) chose “Student Chapter design project”, and 14 (25%) chose “Seminar courses.” Fourteen choose both capstone and student chapter activities. These findings are not surprising when considering previous literature suggesting the great gains from student chapter and design project activities.

In addition to the categories in Figure 9, respondents that selected the “other” category (13 or 23%) recommended including basic concepts in required courses and even development of specific courses to meet these requirements. Examples of these new suggested courses included:

- required senior level course in professional and legal issues
- professional practice course
- general engineering economics and ethics courses
- engineering history and heritage course
- ethics course and an engineering practice course
- discussion of public policy in some of the CE courses.

NEW: the ability to explain basic concepts in management, business, public policy, and leadership; and explain the importance of professional licensure

PREVIOUS: an understanding of professional practice issues such as: procurement of work, bidding versus quality-based selection processes, how the design professionals and the construction professions interact to construct a project, the importance of professional licensure and continuing education, and/or other professional practice issues.
Next, the survey asked how departments plan to assess these changes. Figure 10 gives details about the response. Most commonly, 32 (56%) respondents selected “assess outcomes in multiple courses,” 26 (46%) selected “assess outcomes on multiple assignments within a course,” and 14 chose both. Apart from the options provided, other universities reported using alumni surveys, using capstone course work, FE exam results, graduation portfolios and student group activities. Respondents mentioned “the low level of cognitive development represented by being able to explain basic concepts” and “when evaluating public policy, leadership, ethics and professional registration one tool we use is an electronic discussion board.”
Figure 10: Plan of assessing management, business, public policy and leadership
(Note: Because survey participants could select multiple categories, the percentages shown on the bars add to more than 100 percent. These percentages refer to how many selected each option compared to the total number of participants)

10. Conclusions

This paper presents the results of a survey on ABET’s latest revised program criteria for civil engineering. The results discussed here could be utilized by other departments and institutions for comparative purposes and to plan and implement changes in the curriculum to meet ABET’s requirements.

Overall, few departments are executing or planning changes in response to the recent ABET CE Program Criteria changes. For the mathematics and science program criterion, many departments planned to assess using outcomes in multiple courses (72%), on multiple assignments (49%). Sixty eight percent reported the need to require an additional basic science course, albeit with varying specificity.

When assessing the Technical Areas Program Criterion, nearly half (47%) considered both “ability to apply” and “proficiency” to be equivalent. Further, 78% considered “context” as the ability to design in transportation, environmental, geotechnical, and structural sub-disciplines.

To meet the Breadth Program Criterion, capstone courses and student chapter activity were preferred forums for including the management, business, public policy and leadership in the curriculum. Previous studies support these types of student involvement, and few schools have developed additional specific courses to include these topics.

Overall, the most significant change reported was including an additional basic science course into the curriculum in response to the recent changes in the CE Program Criteria. Future work
on this topic should focus on the ability of traditional assessment methods to capture the impact of these changes on student outcomes.
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